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ABSTRACT 
We compare two recently proposed block-SOR methods for the solution of large 
least squares problems with the conjugate gradient algorithm for solving the specially 
preconditioned normal equations. By proving that all three methods are based on the 
same Krylov sequence, we show that the conjugate gradient algorithm is generally 
preferable to the two SOR approaches. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the linear least squares problem 
(l-1) 
where A is a real m X n matrix (m z n) with full column rank n and 
b E 9”. (1.1) is equivalent to the problem of finding vectors x E 9” and 
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r E 9” such that 
(1.2) r=b-Ax, A=r = 0 
(see e.g. Peters and Wilkinson [7]). Since A has full column rank, we may 
assume that the rows of A have been permuted so that A has the form 
where A, is a nonsingular n X n matrix. Then, with corresponding partitions 
of b and T, (1.2) can be written as a linear system of the form 
(14 
and we set 
A, 0 Z 
A, I 0 
0 AT 2 4 
x 
z:= r, ) Ii r1 
x 
1:: 
bl 
r, = / 1 b2 *1 0 
In two recent papers, the convergence behavior of block-SOR methods for 
solving (1.3) was studied. Niethammer, de Pillis, and Varga [6] investigate the 
3-block-SOR method (SOR s) 
(1.4 Z(k+l) = 9;3)#) + o(z - ,,,L,) +,‘d, k =O,l,..., 
where 
D3 = 
0 0 
0 0 
A;'A; 0 
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and w > 0 is the SOR parameter. Markham, Neumann, and Plemmons [5] 
propose the Zblock-SOR method (SOR,) 
(1.5) #+I) = p;Q#) + w(z - ‘,,L,) -l~;‘& k=O,l,..., 
where 
D2 = 
and they show that the %block method is superior to the 3-block approach. 
In this note, we compare the two blockSOR methods with a precondi- 
tioned version of the conjugate gradient algorithm due to Lauchli [4]. 
Eliminating the vector r in (1.2) leads to the normal equations 
0.6) ATAx= ATb. 
Using A, as a preconditioning matrix for (1.6), one arrives at the equivalent 
system 
A;TATAA,l(A1~) = ALTATb 
or 
0.7) 
where 
(I + CTC)y = b, + CTb2, 
C:=A,A;’ and y:=A,x 
(cf. [2], where a direct method for solving (1.7) is discussed). L’auchli [4] 
proposed to apply the standard conjugate gradient method (CC) (see e.g. [B]) 
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to (1.7) to generate a sequence of iterates yck), k = O,l,. . . , which are 
characterized by the minimization property 
(1.8) Y (k) = arg min IIY - idlr+c~c. 
y E y(O) + K,( u(O), PC) 
Here IIYII~+~v = /yr(l+ denotes the Z + CrCnorm of y, rj is the 
exact solution of (1.7), 
v(O) := b, - y(c9 + c’( b, - Cy’O’), 
and we use the notation 
K,(c, B) := span{ c, Bc, B% ,..., Bk-‘c} 
for the kth Krylov subspace generated by the vector c and the matrix B. 
Writing down CG in terms of the iterates rck) := A,‘Y(~) for the original 
system (1.6) leads to the following 
CG -ALGORITHM 1.9. 
(0) Choose X(O) E 5%“’ and set 
r!O’ = b, - A jx(o), 
I I 
j = 1,2, 
s(O) := o(O) := r,(O) + A ~ rAT,r,‘o) 1 
P co) := A, is(o). 
For k = 0,1,2,. . . 
(1) If DCk) = 0, stop: x := X (k) is the solution of (1.1). Otherwise, compute 
(2) x(k+U := X(k) + akp’k’, 
Ilv’k’ll; 
ak := 
Ils’k’ll; + IlA,~‘~‘ll; ’ 
r1 (k+ 1) := Q) _ akS(k) 
*2 
(k+l) := Q) _ akA2p’k’, 
#+l) := Tl(k+l) + AFTAT,~,(~+~) 
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(3) S(k+l) := &+I) + Pks’k’, p J 
u(k+l)ll; 
k' 
Ilu'k'll; ’ 
P (k+l) := A;lS(k+l). 
Moreover, the minimization property (1.8) now reads 
(1.10) .r(k) = arg min lib - A4lD 
x E d”’ + K,(A;‘o’“‘, D) 
where 
II:= A;‘A;rA;As ( = A,‘CrCA,). 
The main result of this note states that the ~(~)-part of the iterates 
of both block-SOR methods SOlIs,,, with a starting vector of the form 
x (0) 
(1.11) Z(e) = rj’o’ , 1 Ir,(O) 
where 
x(O) E .%n and r!O) := b, - A .x(O) 
I J J ’ 
j = 1,2, 
are contained in the same affine Krylov subspaces as the CG iterates. This 
shows, in view of (l.lO), that-at least in theory-CG is always better than 
SORW Note that (1.11) is the usual choice of z(O): One selects a starting 
guess x(O) for the solution of (1.1) and then sets r(O) := b - Ax(‘) to satisfy at 
least one of the two equations (1.2). 
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2. RESULTS 
First, we establish a lemma for a more general situation than (1.3). 
Consider linear systems 
(2.1) (I - B)z = c 
where B is weakly cyclic of index p ( >, 2) (cf. [9], p. 39) i.e., B is of the 
form 
B= 
0 0 ... 0 B, 
B, 0 0 ... 0 
0 B, 0 ... 0 
. . 
;, ..: 0’ B; (j 
and the submatrices Bj are such that the number of columns of Bj is equal to 
thenumberofrowsof Bj_l, j=l,..., p; B, := BP. Therefore, we may define 
for j,Z=l,...,p 
Bj,l := 
BjBj-l... BI+,B~ if j>l, 
‘j if j=l, 
BjBjpl... BIBp... B, if j < 2. 
Denoting the lower and the upper triangular part of B by L and U, the SOR 
iteration [lo, p. 731 for (2.1) is given by 
(2.2) Z(k+l) = 2yk) + o(Z - OL) - lc, k=O,l,..., 
where 
We partition zck) and eck) := zck) - z(O) corresponding to B: 
1 Zfk) / elk) \ 
#)= : 
. 2 
e(k) = : 
. ) 
Z(k) 
\ P , 
e(k) 
\P, 
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and investigate the behavior of (2.2) for special starting vectors z(O) which 
are modeled after (l.ll), i.e. z(O) satisfies all but the last of the p blocks of 
the equations (2.1): 
(2.3) 
LEMMA. If,(') satkfws (2.3), then (2.2) generates iterates ~(~1 with 
(4 &) = zp, I I ’ j=l ,...,p-1, 
z(l) = p) - wu 
P P , 
andfork=2,3,... 
(b) Zjk) E zj@+ &_@j,&$j+& 
zp E xp ('I+ &(% $1). 
Proof. Using (2.3) and the fact that 
j=l ,...,p-1, 
(2.2) can be rewritten as a recursion for eCk): 
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Since e(O) = 0, this shows (a). To prove (b), we notice that 
( (1-w)Z 0 0 @B,,, 
dl- w)%,, (l-w)1 0 2B 2.1 
~‘(1 - u)B:,,, w(l- w)B,,:, 
q& = 0 WV ‘Bp 2.1 
(l&cd)1 l.F’B p-l.1 
~“~‘(1 - w)B p.2 w”‘(l’w)Bp,, ... w(‘-w)B~,~ (l-w)Z+dB,,, 
Thus, by (2.4), we have 
e!k+l) E span 
I I 
Bj,seik), Bj,sedk),. . . , Bj jejk),, Bj,lei”)}, j=l ,‘.., P-l, 
and 
eCk+‘) E span P { Bp,2eik), Bp,3e$k), . . . , B,,,eik’,, eik), BP,,eik), u 1. 
Using this observation, (b) follows easily by induction on k and by making 
repeated use of identities of the form 
Bj,lBI-l,l= 'j,lp p>j>l>l, 
Bj,l(Bp,l)“=(Bj,j+l)“Bj,l~ p>j>l, v > 0, 
Bj,,(B,-l,,)“B,-l,l= (Bj,j+l)“B. 1, 13 p>j>l>l, v&O, 
where BP p+ 1 := BP 1. n 
REMARK. This lemma is a generalization of similar results by Golub and 
Varga [3] for the special case 
B= 
Applying the Lemma to the block-SOR methods SOR s and SOR s leads to 
the following 
THEOREM. Assume that the algorithms (1.4) and (1.5) are started with a 
vector z(O) of the foTm (1.11). l% en both methods generate iterates zCk) 
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with 
where 
andfork=2,3... 
X(k) E x(O) + K k_l(A;lu(o), A;‘AITA;A2), 
rd’k’ E rz’“’ + K,_ 1 ( A2A;bc”), A,A;IAL~A*) 2 9 
(2.5) r1 tk) E r1’0’ + Kk( u(O), AcTA;A2A; ‘). 
Moreouer, for the SOR, method 
rik) = b, - A2xtk), k=O,l,... . 
Proof. The statements for the SOR, method follow from the Lemma 
with the choice p = 3, 
u = u(O) 
9 B,= -A;‘, B,= -A,, B,= -AF~A~ 2’ 
For the SOR, algorithm, we apply the Lemma with p = 2, 
u = u(O) B,= 
-A,' 
i I A,A,’ ’ B,=(O, -A;rA;) 
to obtain (2.5) and 
Using 
(g,g,)“= (_ 1)” ,” I - (AL1AFTAT2A2) '-'A;lA;T'T 2 (A2~;l~;r~;)” 
v = 1,2 ,-*., 
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(2.6) can be rewritten separately for rck) and rdk). This proves the remaining 
statements of the Theorem. n 
With (l.lO), we can state the following 
COROLLARY. Zf SOR,, SOR, (zoith z(O) ofthejii (1.11)) and CG are 
all started with the same vector x(O) E 9”, their xCk)-iterates atisfy 
Ilb - Axijk~ll, =G Ilb - Ax&$)/I2 I ’ k=O,l,..., j=2,3. 
REMAM 1. The work per iteration of the considered methods is com- 
parable: All three require two matrix-vector products (A,v and A:w) and 
two solves of a n X n system (A, ‘0 and A, ru). In addition, for SOR, and 
SOR, 2n + 2m multiplications are necessary, whereas the CG algorithm 
requires 3n +2m multiplications and thus is slightly more expensive. How- 
ever, the SOR methods involve some additional work, since one needs a good 
estimate for 
for the computation of a SOR parameter w close to the optimal one. 
Therefore, the CG algorithm seems to be generally preferable to the two SOR 
approaches. 
The numerical behavior of the algorithms for some least squares problems 
arising in the engineering analysis of structures will be reported in [l]. 
REMARK 2. The standard error bounds based on Chebyshev polynomials 
(e.g. [8]) for the CG algorithm (1.9) read 
[lb - Adk)ll, 
Ilb - Ax(‘)]]s 
and indicate the same asymptotic behavior as the SOR, method with optimal 
parameter wb: In [5], it is shown that 
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and the corresponding iteration matrix has the spectral radius 
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